
SSLC PRE-MODEL EXAMINATION 
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Maximum Score:80                                                              Time: 2½ Hours

Instructions:
•  The first 15 minutes are cool off time
•  The answer should be written considering score and time
• In sections A and B,Answer all the questions in PART-A. In PART-B only 

answer  any one question from each question number.

PART-A
1. Name the woman who led the national movement in Malabar? 1
2. Which was the act passed by the British Parliament in 1919, limiting civil rights, in
    the pretext of preventing extremist activities? 1
3. Which is the tax imposed on the income of individuals?                                                       
4. Which was the Political party formed by Subhash Chandra Bose? 1
5. Who was the founder of Aryasamaj? 1
6. What are the practical applications of sociology? 3
7. Describe the features of direct tax and indirect tax. 3
8. Write a short note on Kurichya revolt of Wayanad ? 3
9. Write the goals of fiscal policy? 3
10.Write the contributions of newspapers in the formation of nationalism. 3
11.Mention the situations when complaints about consumer disputes can be filed? 4     
12.Write any three differences between Eastern coastal plain and Western coastal plain. 4
13.Describe about the South-west monsoon. 4

14.Describe the last national struggle of the Indian National Congress under the leadership 
     of Gandhiji. 4
15.Mark and label the following geo-informations on the outline map of India provided 4
     a.Eastern ghats,    b.Krishna river,     c. Malwa Plateau,   d.Visakha Pattanam

PART-B
16.a)Describe the situation that resulted in the formation of linguistic states in Independent 
     India? 3
                                                   OR
    b)What is  nationalism? Why Indian nationalism is also known as “Economic Nationalisn”?
17.a) Prepare a short note on the Westerlies. 3

OR
     b)Why the International Date Line is drawn fully deviated from the land areas?
18.a)Arrange the events in chronological order .
     • The planning commission of India was formed.
     • Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) was established.
     • The states reorganisation Act was passed by the parliament. 3

OR
    b)Write a note on the agrarian riots in Kerala.



19.a)What is bureaucracy? How bureaucracy make the public administration system
dynamic? 3

OR
     b)What are the different branches of political science?
20.a) Lokpal and Lokayukta are the institutions formed to prevent corruption.Explain. 4

OR
     b)What are the difference between natural citizenship and acquired citizenship?
21 a)What are contour lines? What are the things can be assessed from the contour lines? 4

OR
     b)Write any four characteristics of Geo-stationary satellites.
22.a)Which employees are part of Indian  civil service.Explain structure of Indian Civil Service.4
     OR
     b)What are the responsibilities of a Government?
23.a)Write down the features of human resource development. 4

OR
    b) What are the main aims of co-operative banks?
24.a)Explain planetary winds based on the direction which they blow 6

OR
    b) What is Uttarayanam and Dakshinayanam?
25.a)Explain how European colonialism affected Latin American countries? 6

OR
b) What are the common features of Nazism and Fascism?




